
 

 

Telecom Engineer Faisal Ahmed Chaudhry                                      Career Episode#2 

         Level 2 Engineer (Network Swap, expansion and optimization Project) 

 

1. Introduction: 

Date:                  April2014 to February2015 

Location:           Islamabad, Pakistan 

Organization:   LCC, Pakistan  

Position:            Level-2 engineer 

2.1 My Second episode is about my project in LCC International. LCC was established in 1983 and 
remains a leading pioneer in providing fixed network, wireless voice and data engineering 
services to the telecommunications industry. LCC is working in more than 50 countries 
worldwide and providing service in network management, business consulting, tools-based 
solutions, and training. Since November, 2014 it’s been acquired by Tech Mahindra Ltd. 

2. Back ground: 

2.2 I worked on this project as Level-2 Engineer and team lead for North region of Pakistan. In this 
project I was responsible for complete execution of project. I did meetings with customer and 
finalized scope of work for each batch. I discussed all technical details relating BSS (base station 
subsystem), RF (radio frequency) parameters, Transmission issues, Power issues and finalized 
the scope of work for each batch with customer and subcontractors. I finalized BOQs(Bill of 
quantity) and extra cost of each activity with customer teams. I used all my previous experience 
and knowledge to execute this project efficiently. 

2.3 I had 13 teams each comprising of 1 engineer, 1 technician & 4 riggers, working directly with 
me. The Teams were dedicated area wise. Initially I distributed scope among all teams & then 
arranged meeting with each team to finalize logistics and technical plan. I assigned and 
coordinated with teams and reviewed their performance. 

2.4 Equipment delivery from ware house and transport was also done by me. For logistics a 

transport company directly worked under my supervision. I coordinated with different 

warehouses and all equipment was delivered to site on time with complete responsibility, 

Transport Company all bills are checked and approved by me.  

 

2.5 I prepared daily and weekly reports of all the teams, and kept KPIs of their work.  Each team 

performance was monitored at the same time. 

 



 

 

2.6 Network Swap, Expansion and optimization are very important factor for mobile operators, and 

each operator desired to cover these aspects of engineering in most cost effective manner. 

Mobilink is the largest mobile operator of Pakistan and have worldwide experience. It was a 

great opportunity for me to work on this project and develop new skills. In this project I worked 

with Huawei, which is the largest telecommunications equipment manufacturer in the world 

having overtaken Ericsson in 2012. I coordinated with different teams and departments directly 

and indirectly which in turn increased & polished my communication, management and 

technical skills. 

 

2.7 My Team hierarchy is shown in following diagram. 

 

 

3. Personal Engineering activity: 

2.8 Mobilink has already more then 12,000/ BTS site and 200 BSC nationwide and almost 4,000 BTS 

sites in North. Expanding them and optimizing them was a challenging task. LCC RF engineers 

performed the drive test for the BTS sites and whenever it was require changing configuration 

or expanding the existing setup, new plan was sent to me to execute it directly by me of using 

available teams and resource. 

2.9 When new plan was sent to me to execute, I checked complete scope of work and made a plan 

for execution. Initially I had to check all sites their present and planned configurations. For this I 

checked its BSS plan, Antenna plan, Power plan, media plan and new configuration. After 

receiving scope of work I prepared SMR’s (site material request) according to the configuration 

given in the scope of work which is assigned to us. This SMR is then forwarded to the costumer 

warehouses, and then I arranged all logistics and managed collection of telecomm equipment 



 

 

and delivery to site. When equipment was delivered to site, I visited site myself for installation. I 

supervised and inspected the installation, modification, testing and operation of 

telecommunication equipment’s 

. 

2.10 Upon reaching the site, equipment was rechecked with the confirmation of BSS plan, 

antenna plan, power plan, media plan and new configuration was implemented there. 

Expansion typically involved the installation of Antenna with mount/diversity frame, feeder 

cable, TRX’s, duplexer and multi coupler. Additional work included installation of Battery Banks, 

BTS Cabinet and Microwave dishes and outdoor Units. 

 

2.11 I provided my field engineer the network outage work order number for specific period 

of time & communicated my team to start work and made sure that they complete all work 

within give time frame. Equipment’s installation started with the assembling of mount/ diversity 

frame and feeder connector formation. Once the installation was started it took around 3 to 4 

hours for one cell to get completely installed. Newly installed hardware was designed using 

software U2000 Web LCT. After designing the hardware it was then sent to BTS to get integrated 

with the existing Hardware then Traffic for newly installed TRX’s was inserted using U2000 Web 

LCT. 

 

2.12 Meanwhile I prepared CM (configuration data) for the new changes to be implemented. 

CM data included BSC ID, site ID , site name, cell ID, existing configuration , planned 

configuration, BCF ID , ET no, BTS ID ,TRX no , signaling , TCH , frequency hopping , HSN , MA-

list,MAIO offset, MAIO setup and OMU signaling. Then I communicated with CM team & sent 

them the CM data and asked them to run CM data at particular time. I also communicated the 

same plan with my field engineer. 

 

2.13 Once all these parameters were set, script was run and commissioning was done at site. 

If everything goes according to plan than new configuration was implemented I asked the field 

engineer to take BTS files for this record and save all VSWR graphs as well as take pictures of 

activity done, which was later submitted to me. If the planned configuration got any problem in 

execution then I coordinated with field engineer and CM team with involvement of O & M to 

rectify the issue ASAP. 

 

2.14 All the payments of subcontractors were verified by me and then I sent their BOQ to 

finance for clearance of bills. Transporter bills and their extra labor cost were also approved by 

me. 

2.15 KPIs for network optimization and expansion   

3.8.1 After execution of plan, Site was kept under observation for one month time and 

benchmark is to maintenance of pre-installation and post-installation KPIs. I coordinated 

with RF teams and took KPI stats from them after one week on expansion activity. If stats 



 

 

were not up to bench mark I did the troubleshooting and rectified the issue. There are many 

factors on which these KPIs effect, b/m are major KPIs which we check and maintain. 

a. 1:  CSSR. 

b. 2:  DCR. 

c. 4:  HOFR. 

a) CSSR (Call Setup Success Rate) 

➢ If CSSR is low after expansion I checked TRX quality stats from back office. If quality stats of TRX 

are below standard I arranged a site visit and asked team to change the faulty TRX. For this case 

I also asked CM team to change BCCH TRX with hopping TRX logically. 

➢ For TCH blocking, I requested RF team to check traffic sharing between GSM and DCS layer and 

it was controlled by handover parameters or by hard optimization technique. Low TCH was also 

observed if any neighbor site was down. So I also checked daily network availability report. 

➢ If issue not solved I requested RF team for joint visit to site, and if interference was found due to 

over shooting cells antenna tilts were changed after discussion with RF team. 

b) DCR (Drop Call Rate) 

➢ If DCR was found high in stats, TCH availability was checked so we checked TRX stats for that 

sector & it checks TRX quality if it is found below the standard I asked team to change faulty 

TRX. 

➢ Since DCR also depends upon TCH blocking so I requested RF team to check it for GSM and DCS 

and use hard optimization technique to rectify issue. 

➢ DCR also depends upon interference between overshooting cells. If issue was not resolved I 

requested a joint visit with RF team & if any issue was found during DT (drive test) the antenna 

tilts were readjusted. 

➢ I also requested CM team to recheck neighbors for sites, as they also cause DCR. Properly 

neighbor plan was sent by RF team and it was executed by CM team during configuration of new 

cells.  

c) HOFR (Handover failure rate) 

➢ If calls were not properly handed over to neighbor cells/sites it also caused KPIs to effect. So I 

coordinated with RF teams to check handover mechanism and solved it with the help of RF and 

O & M teams by using hard handover technique. 

➢ I also checked daily outage details and verified if neighbor sites were working normally 

otherwise escalated issue to O & M. 

4. Summary: 

2.16 It was very important project engineering in my career as I have to deal with different 

departments, i.e. RF (radio frequency), BSS (Basic station), O &M (operation & maintenance), I 

was also involved in dealing with warehouse and provide logistics support, I was also involved in 



 

 

management and also hiring of new staff. I was also directly involved with sub-contractor from 

assigning those tasks, their evaluation and verification of their bills. 

 

2.17 This project polished my technical and managerial skills and also broad my vision. Due to 

my good performance I was given a bonus which really increased my confidence level and also 

motivated me to work with more energy and passion. 


